1. Introduction and summary. Let A'/, for 7V= 1,2,...
be an independent sequence of random variables with finite first absolute moments; let aN-k for N, k = 1, 2,... be real numbers ; let Both classical and modern results deal with the convergence of the sequences AN and P{|/íjv| >e} to zero, this convergence being of obvious practical interest. In the past few years sums of the form (1.1) have received attention, partly due to the natural tendency of mathematicians to generalize known results, and partly because sums of the form 2 a/A^-FA^) 1 = 0 are of interest in certain practical statistical and probabilistic problems. We have not attempted to provide a complete listing of the work done in this area. [1] through [11] contain several different types of current work, and provide a fairly large, though by no means complete, bibliography for this area. The results given here extend and sharpen the results of [6] giving rates of convergence of Pd-S^l >e} to zero. There are five theorems in [6] , each involving as a hypothesis some condition closely related to the existence of FlA^ -FA"^'. In the next section we extend and sharpen some of these theorems by considering separately the cases f¿2 and t>2; in addition, we provide a theorem giving series convergence under weaker moment conditions than were used in [6] but under D. L. HANSON AND F. T. WRIGHT [July stronger assumptions on the a^'s. In §3 we show that Theorem 5 of [6] is actually a corollary to Theorem 4 of [6] and investigate the sharpness of Theorem 4. §4 contains some miscellaneous concluding remarks.
2. Extensions of previous results. Throughout this paper C will denote various positive constants whose exact numerical values do not matter. Using this notation inequalities such as 1 + C= C are valid.
Let XN, aN¡k, and SN be defined as in §1. Suppose t and t' are constants and {<%}, {yN}, and {pN} are sequences of positive numbers such that We will prove the following theorems:
Theorem la. If l = i = 2 a«o* E\Xk-EXk\t^M<co for all k, then for every e>0 (2.5) P{|SW| > e} ¿ OG>w).
Theorem lb. /¡fl â f ' < í á 2, if ytF(y)<^M<co for all y>0, a«^ z/ rAere exz's/j a A0 swcA zAa/ aNp*°<M'<co for all N, then (2.5) holds for every e>0.
Theorem lc. Iff>2, if ylF(y)S M<oo for all y>0, and if there exists a v0>0 such that yj,°=0(pw), then (2.5) holds for every e>0. Theorem 2b. //1 á ; ' < t = 2, ifytF(y) -^Oasy^oo, if pN -> 0 a* yV -> oo, awi/ z/ íAere ex/sis a A0 ízzc/z that aNpxN° ^ M < oo for all N, then (2.6) holds for every e>0.
Theorem 2c. If t > 2, ifylF(y) ->0 as y ^*co, if Pn^0 as N->cc, and if there exists a v0 > 0 such that yv° = O(pjv), then (2.6) holds for every e > 0.
In Theorems 3, 4, and 5 we assume that aN, yN, and pw are of the form CN", CyV"y, and C/V~" respectively. In addition, for Theorems 3 and 5 we assume there exist constants C and ß such that (2. 7) max |aw>fc| ^ CN'*. then for every e > 0 (2.12) 2AW'"2) + y"li'{l'S,tfl > e> < °°-w Theorem 4. 7/z^l;p>0;y>0; cz«é/ z/zez-e exziZs a nonnegative and noninct-easing real valued function G satisfying (2.11 ), G(x) ä F(x) for all x, and v'F( v) (2.13) sup sup ^j^ = i, < oo, then for every e > 0 (2.14) 2Aro-1/>{l'S'"| > £) < °°.
¡V
Theorem 5. If t^l, p>0, y>0, F satisfies (2.11), and either (a) »".uZCM'N-O'-VgiN) with INg(N)<oo, or (b) vNtM^CMuN-" with a^p.ß, and either p^a or ?//x, z/ze« (2.14) holds for every e>0.
Proofs. Throughout these proofs summations will be taken over those values of k for which aNifc/0. Initially we prove Theorems la, lb, and lc under the assumption that pN -> 0 as N -> oo ; the other cases will be taken care of at the end of this section. [July The proofs begin as those in [6] where the following inequality was proved:
where 8N is a sequence of positive numbers to be chosen later and 
where vN:M(e) = card {k : e/\aN¡k\ =M}. Since (e2/M2)vN¡M(e)^CN"y and |aw,fc| =i
CyV"* for all k, it is clear that vN,M(e) ^ CM2N~y and vN¡M(e) = 0 unless yV^ CMllß.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thus (2.19) is bounded by where A satisfies 0<A<z-1 and will be chosen later. The hypotheses of the theorems under consideration insure y'F(y)^M<cc for all j>0, which implies that for a fixed A satisfying 0<A</-1 there exists an M' with E\Xk-EXk\l~A = M' < oo for all k.
If t>2, by applying Holder's inequality and requiring (2.25) 0 < A < f-2, we see that
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= 7n Pn so for Theorems lc and 2c it suffices to show that
Later {8N} and À will be chosen so that (2.26) holds. If 1 ^ / ' < t é 2, we require (2.27) 0 < A < t-t'.
Holder's inequality is applied, as before, and we get
= aN Pn
Hence for Theorems lb and 2b it suffices to choose (as we shall do later) {8N} and A so that (2.28) 8* « -A -»«fc«* -*>£" *'« -« -► 0 as TV -+ oo.
Expression (2.18). For convenience we let ZNik = YNik-EYNtk. As on page 354 of [6] , we use Markov's inequality, with v a fixed positive even integer to be chosen later, and obtain p{12aN,kZN,k > e\ = -pE(2aN,kZN,kY
where the first sum is taken over all integers a, b, «zl5 .. .,ma+b such that 2^mk<t
for k= 1,.. .,a; t^mk and 2^mk for k=a+1,..., a+¿>; 2£±î ^k=v\ and distinct sets of integers {«Zj,..., ma+b} appear only once in the sum; in the second sum ßu ■ ■ • » ßa+ b are allowed to range over the positive integers. Note that the first sum is over a finite number (depending on v but not on ~N) of terms.
We now proceed to complete the proofs of Theorems la, 2a, 3, 4, and 5 by showing that (2.29) is 0(p\+i) for some |>0. For these theorems E\Xk\t^M<co for all k which implies that FlZ^P^M^oo for all N, k and for/=l, 2,..., In Theorems la and 2a we assume t<2 so that a=0 in (2.29) and (2.30). Thus (2.30) becomes 3. Further investigation of Theorem 4 and of condition (2.13). We continue using the notation of the previous sections, except that we allow 0 < t < 1 ; in these cases E\XN\ may not be finite for any yV so in these cases we define F will always be a function which could have been obtained via (2.4) or (3.1) depending on whether Z^ 1 or t< 1 respectively. In the following definitions both 10 and G* correspond to a specific F, but for convenience we will not use an F subscript in either case. for large enough yV, it follows that for 0 < t ^ 2 Theorem 9 is just a corollary to Theorems 7 and 8.
The rest of this section consists of the proofs of Proposition 1 ; Theorems 6, 7, and 8; and Theorem 9 when z>2.
Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose G* is finite and satisfies (2.11). It is clearly nonincreasing, and using its definition one quickly sees that G*(x) = F(x) for 0^x<oo. Now will be enough to guarantee that G* satisfies (2.11) and, from Proposition 1 that G*e'S. If F*(x)=0 for x^N then F/*(x) = 0 for x^N so J" y|¿#*O0| <°o and we are done. Assume otherwise, i.e. that F*(x) > 0 for 0 ¿ x < oo. Note that F* is left continuous with all its points of decrease at discontinuities and with an infinite number of discontinuities all contained in the set {3, 4,...}; that ytF*(y) is left continuous, is strictly increasing in every interval (N, N+l] for Ar^3, and has local maxima contained in the set {3, 4,...} ; and thus that there exist integers 3 = x0 < xx <x2< ■■ ■ such that Jo ' ' Ji y (logy)2
In this case G* e <S but J*" / log+ y\dF(y)\ is not finite.
Proof of Theorem 7. Fix a > 0, z > 0 and choose 3 < xx < x2 < ■ ■ ■ such that (1) g(xk)^k''fork=l,2,...; (2) logxfc+1^21ogxfcfor k = l,2,.... Define Pk = P-g(xk)lk1 + a max {x'k log xk, g(xk)} where p. is such that J,k=iPk=l, and define F(x) = Ji{k-Xkix) pk. F can be thought of as the "tail" of the distribution of a random variable X such that F{A"= ±xk} Recall that xfc ^ 2xk _ j so that (z -2te)/(t -2) and A2 = (t -te)/(t -2). Note that 1 < Aj < A2. We want a sequence {xn} of positive real numbers such that (1) {xn} contains an infinite number of members of {yk}, (2) Xx Úlog xn+1/log xn^ A2 for «= 1, 2,.... Let x0=yio for some yio>l. Choose v^l such that Aï<Aj_1 and choose yh £x$F\ There exists mx^-.v such that Xo?1<Xo21~1 = j'i1<Xo™1. Because Xq"1 is continuous in A, a value of A, say Af, exists such that Aj < Af < A2 and ytl=x0A*>mi. Define n0=0, «! = mi, and xk = x0A*)lc for 1 ^/c^Wj. Now starting with xBl instead of x0 we repeat this procedure to obtain .yi2 = xnp, an integer «z2gv such that 4r<^nf2"1^>;i2<xif2, a A? such that A1<AJ<A2 and yh = x^*'™2 ; we define xk=x(npk ni for «i + 1 ^k¿nx + m2 = n2. Performing the obvious induction we [July obtain the desired sequence {xj and an increasing sequence {nk} such that xnic is a member of {^(} for each k. Let T={nu «2,...}, let jS>0, and define a min {g(xn), log xn} Pn «1+flxilogxn nfl> neY, xi log xn where a is such that 2"=iPn=l-Define F(x) = 2<fc:;e,ta*>/'k for x^O and suppose A^, X2,... are independent and identically distributed random variables such that P{Xn= ±xk)=pk\2 for k= 1, 2,.... since by construction of the xfc's the exponent of e above is negative; we define y=pe. Now FI A'fcl' < 00 implies xtF(x) -> 0 as x -4-00 so referring to the arguments of (3.7), (3. so that yN -* 0 at least as fast as pN does. So for t = 2 no assumption need be made on the rate at which yN ->-0. (In Theorems 4 and 5 the assumption y>0 is automatically satisfied if t á 2.) Suppose t > 2, the Xks are independent random variables normally distributed with common mean zero and common variance one, and 2k°=i \oN.k\2 = 1 for all N. Then SN is itself normally distributed with mean zero and variance one for all yV so that FijSVl > «} is a nonzero constant so the results of our theorems cannot hold no matter how fast pN -*■ 0. The assumptions of Theorems lc, 2c, 3, 4, and 5 all relate the rates at which pjv^-0 and yw->-0. The above argument shows that yN -> 0 is necessary because of considerations related to the Central Limit Theorem. Is it actually necessary that the rates at which pN -> 0 and yN -»■ 0 be related, and if so what is the minimum restriction that need be put on the yyy's? It would be very nice to combine the assumptions on the moments with those on the coefficients in some way, and then to generalize this type of result so as to deal with probabilities of the form \fit)d[Xt where {Xt} is a continuous parameter process with independent increments. This sort ofthing was done in a different situation in [7] and [8] but would appear to be harder in this case.
Also of interest are both exponential and algebraic rates of convergence for quadratic (and higher order) sums of independent random variables. At least in the quadratic case this convergence is of some practical interest. Unfortunately, obtaining results in these cases seems to be very hard and to require new techniques. The authors have been able to obtain only fragmentary results of this type.
